
The energetic radiation and intense stellar winds of massive stars influence the
evolution of the parental clouds ionizing the HI clouds intoHII and dispersing the
cloud in few Myears. These processes produce the low-density cavities and bright
ionization or disassociation fronts which are usually observed in molecular clouds
hosting OB stars. It is a debated question how and whether OB stars also influence
the star formation process inside the parental cloud, as well as the evolution of
nearby low mass stars and their circumstellar disks.

OB stars can trigger the formation of new stars inside the clouds by the com-
pression of the surrounding gas (McKee & Ostriker, 2007). Triggering of star
formation in spatial scales of few parsecs is observed in star forming regions inside
the Milky Way, such as NGC 2264 (Sung et al., 2009), M16 (Hester et al., 1996)
or M17 (Povich et al., 2009). The massive population in theseclusters is not large
enough to induce star formation in the whole parental molecular cloud. CygOB2,
given its small distance from the Sun (1.45 Kpc, Hanson 2003)and its large content
of OB stars, is the best target to study large spatial scale star formation triggering.

It is also debated whether the evolution and the properties of the stellar popu-
lation in a cluster hosting massive stars is affected by their energetic radiation. The
Hubble Space Telescope observations of the proplyds in the Orion Nebula (Hol-
lenbach 1994) and that of the Evaporating Gaseous Globules in the Eagle Nebula
(Hester et al., 1996) provided clues on how the photoevaporation induced by UV
and X-ray emission from nearby massive stars affects the evolution of the circum-
stellar disks and protostellar cores. It is unclear if theseprocesses also affect the
global properties of the stellar content or only that of stars in the proximity (one or
two parsec) of OB stars, as it could be indicated by the universality of the Initial
Mass Function and by the unclear relation between disk frequency, cluster age and
stellar content in the young cluster studied up to now.

A multi-wavelengths detailed study of the stars associatedto the CygOB2 star
forming region, down to very low mass stars, can allow us to improve our knowl-
edge on how massive stars affect the star formation and disksevolution in the
whole parental clouds, i.e. also at distances of several parsecs from OB stars. The
obtained 1.08Ms Chandra/ACIS-I observations of this region will provide a deep
census of the young stars associated to CygOB2 down to 0.1 solar masses (the sam-
ple will be complete down to 1 solar mass). The selection of the candidate members
will be completed including the X-ray quiet disk-bearing stars identified by their
infrared excesses. As shown by other authors (i.e. Guarcello et al., 2010), however,
in order to obtain a more complete as possible census of ClassII and ClassI stars,
as well as stars with transition disks, also observed at various disks inclinations,
it is necessary to use both selection criteria based only on infrared colors (i.e. the
IRAC color-color plane, Allen et al. 2004) and methods that compare the optical
and infrared colors (i.e. the optical-infrared reddening-freeQ color indices, Dami-
ani et al., 2006). Besides, optical photometry of all the identified cluster members
will also allow us to determine their mass and age by comparison with the colors
predicted by evolutionary stellar models. Optical observations of the whole are
surveyed in X-rays is then crucial for our scientific topics.
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Given the large extent of CygOB2 and the area observed in X-ray (1 square
degree), and the not uniform spatial distribution of massive stars, more than the
general cluster properties it is important to obtain stellar age, mass, disk frequency,
and disks properties both in the central cluster region (where OSIRIS data are al-
ready available) and in the outer ones. In this way we will be able to compare
stellar and cluster properties in regions with very different intensity of the ionizing
flux emitted by massive stars and to understand the chronology of star formation
in the whole area. This will allow us to achieve important results, such as those
described in the following.

• We will understand if the region has been characterized by more than one
episodes of star formation, as suggested by other authors (i.e. Wright et
al., 2010; Drew et al., 2008), and we will obtain the chronology of these
events. This will allow us to understand the role of OB stars in the star
formation process that toke place in the whole nebula, and not only in the
central region.

• The study of how the stellar properties (age and mass) vary inthe whole
region at different distance from massive stars (from less than 1 to several
parsecs) will shed some light on the possibility that the large amount of OB
stars in CygOB2 could induce a primordial mass segregation in the cluster, as
a result of a fast dissipation of the protostellar cores induced by the incident
high UV flux.

• By the study of how the disk fraction varies in the regions with high and low
Extreme and Far UV fluxes, we will assess whether circumstellar disks in
low mass stars are quickly photoevaporated in small timescale only nearby
OB stars (where the process is leaded by the EUV radiation, asobserved
in clusters with smaller content of massive stars, such as the Trapezium,
NGC 6611 or NGC 2244), or also in the outer cluster region, since the pecu-
liar large content of massive stars which characterizes CygOB2. This could
allow us to understand if the formation of planetary systemsaround stars
born in such a massive cluster is seriously affected. The effects of induced
photoevaporation will be studied also for different massesof the central stars.

• We will be able to use both thenH estimate from the analysis of X-ray spec-
tra and theAV given by the optical+infrared SED analysis to study the struc-
ture of the cloud in the whole cluster, with the aim to relate it with the stellar
content and the spatial distribution of OB stars. This will give specific infor-
mation on how massive stars affect the evolution of the parental molecular
cloud in the case of CygOB2.

• We will be able to study the stellar population in some high-density nebular
regions, which are present only in the outer area observed inX-ray, which
seem a significant number of X-ray sources and then that couldbe charac-
terized by recent or even ongoing star-formation events.
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